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Two meter foxhunting in Chicago started in the early 1960s. One of the first hunts started
on 147.30 MHz. The starting point was in Des Plaines near the Centel Building. With the
introduction of 2 meter repeaters, it moved to the CFAR repeater. There were hunts on the
WAFAR, ACL and CFMC repeaters with a simplex hunt sponsored by the RAMS on 146.34
MHz. Now the lineup is on CFAR, CMFC and two simplex hunts.

CFAR 2M Foxhunt - Feb 7th, 2015 by Mike WA9FTS
Steve AC9MM agreed to hide for Tony AA9CC so he could hunt. This was Steve’s first time as the fox. He started the
hunters out with a good signal into CFAR and was straight south of the starting point. All the hunters took Rt 83. John
and Tom took 75th west and found Steve for the win. They were in the right place at the right time. Matt and Patty
turned around and went back to 75th with Marty pulling over to the side and waited. Paul and I went to 91st and back
north on Clarendon Hills Rd to 75 and south to find a dead end road to the Willowbrook Community Park. However,
Matt and Patty were just ahead of us. Running north through about a foot of snow, we found Steve sitting on a park
bench seconds behind Matt who secured 2nd. Steve was running 5w from an HT to a J-Pole. On the way back I saw
Tony running over to find Steve. Back at the van, Marty was on his way into the park for 4th and Don wondering if he
should try it in the snow. He did it to end the hunt. We met at the Baker’s Square about a half mile to the north off Rt
83. Results:
1. John WD9EXW, Tom N9CBA, Janet
2. Matt KC9SEM, Patty N0PLS, Jacob, Mac
3. Mike WA9FTS, Paul N9LXF
Unoff Tony AA9CC, Joan KC9QQY
4. Marty N9LTE, Bill, Janell
5. Don W9RA
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This photo was taken in the
fall but the area covered in
heavy snow. The walking
paths were not visible.

Park bench

Most of the hunters parked here
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2nd Sat 2M Foxhunt - Feb 14th, 2015 - by Mike WA9FTS with info from Tom N9CBA
Tony AA9CC hid on the far south side in Homer Glen. I was spending the evening home since it was a good idea
being Valentine’s Day. I heard Tony from the radio in the shack but very weak as I was on the NW side. Tom
informed me that Tony and Joan KC9QQY was in Homer Glen by the Homer Glen Middle School. They were
inside their car using the hunt beam in a parking lot north of the school. Matt and Patty arrived for the win with
Janet driving John and Tom up for 2nd. Marty and Janell came in 3rd with Don ending the hunt. They met at
Chesdan's Pizzeria in Homer Glen. Results
1 MattKC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Jacob and Mac
2. Tom N9CBA, John WD9EXW, Janet
3. Marty N9LTE, Jeanell
4. Don W9RA

Google: Hiding Spot:
41.604511, -87.929044

Homer Glen Middle School
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CFMC 2M Foxhunt - Feb 21st, 2015- by Tony AA9CC
I was searching for restaurants on google maps when I saw the Pita House on Roosevelt. Behind is a
pond and park, W9RA hid there a few years ago. We checked it out and there wasn't much cover,
hardly worth the effort if getting out if the car. When leaving I asked Joanie what was across the road,
Ultra Foods. I remember a seeing a pond in back in aerial view, so we drove across. There was no
access, a freshly repaired cedar fence left no holes. We drove to the eastern edge of the lot where the
fence ended. It was wooded and I found a pond about 200 ft in, returned and brought the gear,
making sure not to leave any straight tracks in the snow.. I set up along the tree line on the ponds
edge, tape measure beam on a limb and 6 feet of RG58 pointing north, 5 watts. It was 8:00 and I
heard nothing, it occurred to me I was on the wrong hunt frequency. KC9SEM was calling when I
tuned in to CFMC. All hunters heard the signal, but starting was delayed by a potty break. Joanie was
parked across Roosevelt and texted hunter sightings. Janet just drove by going east, and Marty just
pass driving west. Janet just passed again going west, Marty passed going east and turned
north...Two more transmissions and the hunters gravitated to the far end of the pond, north west from
my position, I could clearly see them. I thought the hunt would be over in two more transmissions, but
little did I know, I had stumbled upon an RF anomaly. An invisible RF worm hole had opened up
through the pond between me and the hunters. It scrambled the polarization and focused the radio
waves through relativistic diffraction to the tree line on the opposite shore. KC9SEM was bush
whacking through getting a 5 and 6 level signals from all directions. Occasionally he would shine the
light in my direction. He got back into the truck and left. W9RA had 80 dB of attenuation in line and
gave up by the fence at 9:00. Finally John and Tom picked their way though and found me around
9:30. Matt returned to the far side if the pond and repeated his earlier attempts. He then ran along the
alleyway, behind the snow plow hills and into the tree line. He started following tacks in the snow that
lead him in a circle. They were is own tracks!
He found me around 9:45 and we packed up
and went to dinner. We went to the Pita House
Restaurant in Lombard.
Hiding Spot:
https://maps.g oogle.com/maps?
daddr=41.859142,-88.001809&hl=en
&ll=41.858694,-88.002237&spn=0.00
6688,0.016512&sll=41.85927,-88.00
2532&sspn=0.00336,0.008256&t=h&
mra=mift&mrsp=1&sz=18&z=17
Results:
1. Tom N9CBA, John WD9EXW, Janet
2. Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Jacob & Mac
DNF Marty N9LTE, Bill, Jeanell
DNF Don W9RA
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Starting Location
Rt 83 north of St.
Charles Rd, Elmhurst
across from KMart
Downers Grove Golf
Club parking lot off
Belmont Rd south of
Odgen Av
Centennial Park,
Addison 0.4 miles south
of Lake St
WoodDale Jr HS
parking lot, south of
Sievert Rd between
Thorndale Rd and
Irving Pk Rd,
TBD by the fox KC9SEM
Next hunt - May 30,
2015

February 2015
Foxhunt Frequency

147.750 MHz
CFAR input
146.565 MHz

146.160 MHz
CFMC input
146.340 MHz

TBD by the fox

1st

2nd

2/2

3/3

0

0

3/1

1/1

W9RA

0

0

WA9FTS

0

0

2/2

3/3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

KC9SEM / N9PLS
N9LTE /Bill
AA9CC/KC9QQY

WD9EXW/N9CBA

5th Saturday hunts are not included in hunt results

VK3YNG Sniffer
All of our hunter use the VK3YNG Sniffer when we
have to get out on foot to find the fox. WA9FTS uses
one in the vehicle also and W9RA uses his from start
to finish.
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